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Major, or minor it seems controversies are constant. From budgets to
major decisions on policy we watch controversies multiply. Looking closer,
we observe not many controversies, but a single core challenge: “How do we
recognize and obey God’s voice”. This controversy has been with us from the
start of Christianity.

All who are Christians rely on specific revelation, this point is explained
quite clearly by Robert Barclay in the second proposition of his Apology.
Without God’s continuing work, none can come to Christ. “The Richmond
Declaration of Faith” teaches us that “the great Inspirer of Scripture is ever
its true interpreter”. In other words, we rely on God’s continued revelation
to correctly believe and understand past revelation. Those who teach also
must rely on God’s continued work. God shows Himself to us in many ways
– unfortunately at times individuals cannot discern if a concern is human,
Divine, or diabolic. At times God’s voice is subtle, we are not aware that we
heard it. Sometimes our own thoughts are loud enough we hear them as an
audible voice. The challenge of discernment is continuous.

The work of discernment is both individual and cooperate. It is both
continuing and historical. In everything prophets1 and judges must minister
in humility. Our culture sins through a prideful attitude that wants to stand in
God’s place. When we make decisions we do not ask God’s guidence, instead
we inform God of the decision, and pray he will bless our work and wisdom.
When we prepare to speak in God’s name, we approach the study to show
we are right. We are not willing to submit to God’s teaching. We dare not
confess the possibility that we could be mistaken. Until this pride is placed
upon the cross of Christ, we work in vain. Individuals must, after prayerful
consideration, submit to the body. Our present age must submit to the “Great
cloud of witnesses” that have gone before us. All should consider that none
of us can fully understand God or His revelation through the life of Jesus. We
must submit to each other and ultimately to Christ.

We struggle with the idea that the discernment of prophecy is a continual
effort. Our culture built the concept of individual authorities obeyed without
question. American churches often emulate this model. Many trust someone

1I understand prophecy as speaking God’s Truth thus we expect spoken ministry will be
prophecy
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to interpret for us without question. Our age measures by a wrong ruler.
The world asks “What is successful”, but Christians ask “What is right”?
Remember, Christ, not the world, holds us accountable. Those who chase
success by the world’s standards risk setting up false prophets who give their
own opinions while announcing they speak the unquestionable Word of God
(See Jeremiah 23:36). We risk setting up cults of personality that cannot be
taken down without destroying the assembly; even worst, we risk building a
community where an individual’s lie trumps God’s truth.

Both Scripture and the Religious Society of Friends anticipated cults of
personality; wanting “a king just like the other nations” is nothing new. Both
the past and the present see the need to examine and judge ministry. Looking
to our own tradition and that of wider Christianity instructs us to maintain
our integrity in a world where, unlike Christ’s kingdom, the end justifies the
means. I submit a few pieces of advice for the consideration of our meetings.

1 Establish multiple voices
Paul gives this advice in I Corinthians 14 where in verse 31–33 he advises that
“two or three should preach, and the others judge. . . all may preach one by
one so all may learn and all may be comforted”. Many voices strengthen us
and reduces the danger of forming a personality cult, these prophetic voices
protect orthodoxy through accountability and they facilitate Christian learning
through exposure to multiple opinions. If two ministers approach Truth from
different directions, if they do not become hostile and jealous, debate spurs
both on to greater understanding. When the traditional church established
doctrine she found that Truth was most often a middle path between two
heresies.

2 Choose and submit to elders with the gift of dis-
cernment

Friends traditionally select a small committee of elders who ruled the meeting
for worship. Instead of giving spoken ministry their work was to judge spoken
ministry, deciding if it is consistent with Truth. In order to fulfill this weighty
job the elder must have a general knowledge of Scripture, of Christian doctrine,
and of humanity. The elder’s job is to encourage ministry while protecting the
meeting from drifting from Christianity, from schisms and from personality
cults. This work is generally done quietly through personally meeting with
the individual members.
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2.1 Distinguish between Christian Doctrine and sectarian spec-
ulation

Elders enforce Christian doctrine, to do so they must first correctly discern
Christian doctrine. Everyone inherits biases from their faith communities.
The Friends in my area were deeply influenced by the Wesleyan Holiness
movement, thus it is tempting to insist that ministry is consistent with that
model. Elders should recognize that the model they grew up with is not
the only possible model. Where there is speculation Christianity invites
debate. Scripture is not so clear as the models we grew up make it appear.
When we interpret, we speculate. There is honest debate on even the exact
content of scripture2 The elders should take care not to enforce sectarian views,
otherwise we lose the benefit of multiple voices and we risk forcing a schism
that harms us as a Christian community. This behavior is condemned by Paul
in I Corinthians 10:25. Though sectarian people will pressure the elders to
take sides the elder, like any judge, must remain neutral.

2.2 Distinguish what is consistent with Scripture and Chris-
tian doctrine

The elder still has to judge. Although he must not enforce sectarian opinion,
he enforces traditional Christianity. This duty is both easier and more difficult
that it at first appears. The advice given by the “Richmond Declaration” that
if something said or done is inconsistent with scripture should be considered
a delusion is true, but incomplete. Scripture can be twisted to support any of
the heresies, and there is always the temptation to use scripture to enforce a
message instead of honestly approaching the text.

There has always been much debate about even essential things. The
existence of this debate allows an elder to look back at all of Christian History
and take advice from those who did the same as he did. Hendrickson
publishes a volume called “The seven ecumenical councils of the undivided
church” that includes the most important Early Church councils. The most
important ancient document, outside those received as scripture was the
summary of the Christian Faith called the Nicene Creed. This document
marked boundary lines that showed the unity of the Christian Church yet left
plenty of room for Theologian and scholars to debate the details. The book, as
a whole, reads almost the same as a collection of Yearly Meeting minutes, with
epistles, minutes, and position statements. The contents range from complex
final judgments clarifying the meaning of the Christian faith (both the Creed
itself, and later the questions about how to interpret the Creed) to seating
assignments. Elders neglect much wisdom when they fail to look to past
Christian precedent when determining the limits of Christian doctrine.

2The current debate is called “textural criticism”, a past discussion known a canonization
offers a competing Greek Orthodox, African, Latin, and Protestant scripture.
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3 Let no leader be isolated from Christian worship
and fellowship

Pastors and other Christian leaders often find themselves unable to fulfill their
duties to the church and participate in worship. A pastor needs the opportunity
to go to church and worship no less than any other member. Whenever
someone is separated from the rest, there is the danger of isolation, and it has
been observed that there is no such thing as a solitary Christian.3 To keep our
Christian leaders Christian we must offer them an opportunity to participate
in worship. Friends have the special advantage of the Unprogramed meeting.
The Unprogramed meeting does demand constant effort of its attenders, but it
does not burden any to the point they do not benefit. No one member stands
as an indispensable leader, instead all look to God. A pastoral meeting could
offer a traditional Unprogramed service so the pastor and others can worship
without the burden of responsibility for the order of service. This additional
worship group could even have its own elders, relieving the others from the
burden of judging – in this way, we could invite everyone to receive God’s
continuing grace, and not continue isolating our leaders from worship.

The question remains “How do we recognize God’s voice.” We as a body
must work to answer this difficult question, there is no simple and set formula.
Instead, I submit “how do we build a culture that can recognize His voice?”
If we build a culture that expects and prepares for God’s voice, we can be
faithful as we face this ongoing challenge.
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